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Chapter 311: Hiring So Many Actors 

 

Tristan hesitated and glanced around the restaurant. He didn’t see Connor. 

 

So he whispered to the bodyguard, “We are here for Mr. McDonald today. There is no need to lower 

ourselves to the level of these people!” 

 

After saying this, Tristan forcefully suppressed the anger in his heart and walked to the restaurant 

entrance to wait quietly. 

 

The bodyguard hesitated and followed him. 

 

Tristan felt that it was because too many people came to visit Connor today that the Phillips Family was 

a little annoyed, so they did not like him so much. 

 

Although the Phillips Family was nothing to Tristan, Connor was different. Tristan felt that it was only 

natural for Connor to treat Tristan like this. 

 

Therefore, Tristan didn’t get angry and didn’t dare to get angry. He could only stand quietly at the 

restaurant entrance and wait for Connor’s arrival. 

 

“Hunter, send the birthday gift to Mr. Phillips!” Tristan hesitated before turning to his bodyguard. 

 

“Mr. Lawson, these people treated you badly, but you still want to give them gifts. Why?” the 

bodyguard asked. 

 

“It’s not like you don’t know the relationship between Mr. Phillips and Mr. McDonald. We came here to 

please Mr. McDonald, so this gift is also for Mr. McDonald,” Tristan explained. 

 

The bodyguard nodded silently. He did not dare to go against Tristan’s wishes. He walked to John with 

the birthday gift and handed it over. 



 

However, who would have thought that John would push the gift box to the side without looking at it? 

The bodyguard’s heart ached when he saw this. 

 

One must know that the gift box contained antique china from the Ming Dynasty. It was worth tens of 

millions and was carefully selected by Tristan! 

 

However, John tossed it aside so casually. It was tough to understand. 

 

“I didn’t expect the Phillips Family to be so arrogant now. However, it’s understandable that their 

granddaughter can marry a big shot like Mr. McDonald!” Tristan could not help but sigh in his heart 

when he saw John casually push away his gift. 

 

The party continued. Tristan and his bodyguards could only stand alone at the door and wait for 

Connor’s arrival. 

 

In the next half an hour. 

 

A series of big shots from Davenport appeared in the restaurant. 

 

“The general manager of Chicago’s Dragon Age, Zachary Zacarias, has arrived!” 

 

“Wichita Domus Real Estate Group’s chairman, Julius Weber, has arrived!” “Gloradia Paxton Tradings, 

Paxton Lowe, Mr. Lowe has arrived!” 

 

The announcement went on and on. One by one, their thunderous names resounded in the restaurant. 

 

However, these people ended up like Tristan. They were chased out of the restaurant by John. 

 

Most of these people were here for Connor. They wanted to see Connor, so no one chose to leave. 

Instead, they stood beside Tristan and waited quietly. 



 

Most of these people were well-known CEOs in Davenport. They knew each other, so these people 

began to chat. 

 

As for the customers present, most of them were locals of Phillips Estate, and some were small bosses 

from other places. They were not on the same level as Tristan and the others, so no one could recognize 

the identities of these influential people. 

 

Who would have thought that these big shots, worth hundreds of millions, would gather to celebrate a 

person’s birthday? If it were anyone other than John, they would probably wake up laughing in their 

dreams. 

 

However, at this moment, John treated these people as actors invited by Connor. Not only did he not 

treat them well, he even made them stand at the restaurant entrance and wait. 

 

John was the only person in Davenport who could do such a foolish thing. 

 

The guests appeared in the restaurant’s hall one after another. These people had all especially rushed 

over for Connor. 

 

In less than an hour, the restaurant was already filled with people. 

 

Moreover, any one of these people was worth hundreds of millions. John and Gabriel could not compare 

to them at all. 

 

The gifts these people prepared for John were all put aside and treated as trash. 

 

The value of these gifts added together was at least a few hundred million. This was more than all the 

assets of the Phillips Family combined. Unfortunately, John casually threw them aside. 

 

“I didn’t expect Connor to find so many actors to be in the limelight at my grandfather’s birthday party!” 

Zander looked at the bustling crowd at the restaurant entrance and could not help but sigh softly. 



 

“Yeah, I see that these people are well-dressed. Connor must have spent money to find someone to act 

in this movie!” Maya said. 

 

“What a pity, what a pity. Connor is now in vain. Rubin saw right through him,” Qahira said sarcastically. 

 

“Isn’t Connor doing it to make my grandfather happy?” Maya pouted and said in dissatisfaction. 

 

“Well, why is Grandpa not happy then?” Qahira sneered. 

 

“You!” 

 

Maya glared at Qahira when she heard this, but she knew she could not win against Qahira, so she did 

not continue. 

 

“Phillips Estate, Winston Lawson, Mr. Lawson has arrived!” 

 

At this moment, the receptionist suddenly shouted. 

 

When John heard this, he heaved a long sigh of relief. Then, he said in a low voice, “This time, it’s finally 

true!” 

 

Winston Lawson, Mr. Lawson himself! 

 

This name was quite influential in Phillips Estate. It was not inferior to Thomas’ influence in 

Porthampton! 

 

Although Phillips Estate was named after the Phillips Family, as the Phillips Family gradually declined 

over the years, the Lawson Family became the new leader! 

 



Even if Winston were the mayor of Porthampton, he would still treat them as equals. From this, one 

could see how powerful the Lawson Family was. 

 

However, Winston was still very different compared to the big shots standing at the door. 

 

The guests in the hall did not know Tristan and the others. They only knew Winston. Therefore, when 

John, Brooklyn, and the others heard that Winston had arrived, they all stood up and walked toward the 

restaurant entrance to welcome him. 

 

When the big shots standing beside Tristan saw this, they were puzzled. 

 

“Tristan, what’s going on with the Phillips Family? You’re such a big shot, but they make you wait at the 

door. And a nobody like Winston Lawson is being greeted by so many people. If I remember correctly, 

the Lawson Family that Winston Lawson is from had some relationship with you, right? That’s why they 

have today’s achievements, right?” Someone beside Tristan asked him in confusion. 

 

“That’s right. Is the Phillips Family stupid? Don’t they know about your relationship with Winston 

Lawson?” The other boss also said. 

 

“Winston Lawson doesn’t even have the right to lift his shoes in front of Tristan. It’s fine if the Phillips 

Family doesn’t curry favor with our Tristan, but they grovel at Winston’s feet. This is so funny!” The 

bodyguard beside Tristan frowned and muttered. 

 

Tristan was frowning and was very puzzled because he still could not figure out what was happening. 

 

Initially, when he saw that the Phillips Family was indifferent to so many big shots, he thought that the 

Phillips Family was so arrogant because they had gotten onto Connor’s good list. 

 

But now, they were flattering Winston Lawson. This made Tristan a little confused.. 

Chapter 312: He Was Probably Real! 

 

A group of people walked into the restaurant in a grandiose manner. 



 

The person in rhe lead was a middle-aged man in a black suit. He looked elegant and easygoing. He wore 

a pair of black-rimmed glasses and looked exceptionally charismatic. 

 

This person was the famous Phillips Estate’s head of the Lawson Family, Winston Lawson. 

 

Standing next io rhe middle-aged man was Adam Lawson, the eldest of the third generation of the 

Lawson Family who had met Connor at Collective Strokes. 

 

At this moment, Adam looked upset! 

 

“Winston, you’re finally here!” 

 

John was much older than Winston, so he had always addressed Winston as is. 

 

“John, today is your eightieth birthday. I have to come over to congratulate you!” Winston replied 

politely. 

 

’’Thank you, thank you! ” 

 

When John heard this, he immediately smiled and hurriedly cupped his hands. 

 

Winston turned to look at the driver behind him. When rhe driver saw 

 

Winston s gaze, he hurriedly handed the gift he had prepared in advance to John. 

 

After John received the gift, he looked at ir carefully and found that it was a beautifully carved jade. This 

jade was worth ar least one million dollars. 

 

“Winston, aren’t you being a little too generous? Giving me such an expensive gift!? 



 

John was overjoyed at this moment, he exclaimed. 

 

A gift of one million dollars was already considered a big gift to John. Moreover, this gift was from 

Winston Lawson. John felt even more honored. 

 

“John, we’re old friends. Why are you being so polite to me?” Winston replied indifferently. 

 

Tristan and the others were dumbfounded, thinking this was unbelievable. 

 

The gifts these people gave John were worth at least a few hundred million dollars. The most expensive 

one might be more than fifty million dollars, and the slightly cheaper one was about ten million dollars. 

However, John didn’t even look at them but pushed them aside. 

 

However, Winston had only given him a piece of jade worth more than one million dollars, and John was 

already smiling hard. 

 

All rhe big shots present were starting to suspect something was wrong with John’s brain! 

 

“Winston, please come in!” John took rhe initiative to invite Winston into the restaurant. 

 

“John, may 1 know where Mr. McDonald is?” Winston hesitated and asked John nervously. 

 

“Mr… Mr. McDonald?” 

 

John was stunned when he heard this. 

 

“That’s right. It’s Connor, the fiance of your granddaughter, Freya Phillips, Mr. McDonald!” Winston 

repeated. 

 



Winston was Connor’s subordinate. He had even met Connor once at the Immortal Lake Manor. 

Therefore, when he heard that Adam had offended a person named Connor McDonald at Collective 

Strokes last night, he suspected that rhe Connor’ his son had met was his boss! 

 

On the surface, Winston came today to celebrate John s birthday, but he really just wanted to confirm 

Connor’s identity. 

 

If this Connor was his boss, he was prepared to make Adam apologize in front of so many people. That 

was why he brought Adam here today. 

 

If not, then things would be much simpler. 

 

When John heard Winston s words, he could not help but tremble. He thought that Winston was here to 

find Connor to punish him. After all, Connor had offended Adam before. 

 

Although Connor’s performance today was disappointing, John still wanted to help Connor once. 

 

Therefore, after hesitating, he said, “Winston, Connor and Freya have just left the restaurant not long 

ago. 1 know that there is some misunderstanding between Connor and your son. When Connor returns, 

I will ask him to apologize personally. Now that so many guests are watching, can you be generous and 

do this later? We will deal with the children’s conflict later…’1 

 

Winston was surprised when he heard this. Then, he nodded and did not say anything else. 

 

From John s tone, he could feel that Connor from the Phillips Family should not be rhe same person as 

his boss. Otherwise, why would John speak like this? Therefore, he had nothing to worry about now. 

 

Winston followed John into the restaurant. 

 

After entering rhe hall, Winston was instantly shocked by the bustling crowd because he did not expect 

John to invite so many people over. 

 



However, when he saw Trisran standing at the door, Winston was so scared that his legs went weak, and 

he almost collapsed. 

 

“Uncle…Uncle Tristan, why… Why are you here?” Winston asked in confusion. 

 

Although the Phillips Family did not know Tristan, Winston had seen him in person before. 

 

Moreover, the reason Winston was able to have today’s success was partly because of Tristan s help. 

 

Whenever there was a celebration, Winston would personally go to Tristan’s villa to pay his respects. 

From this, one could see the relationship between Winston and Tristan. 

 

At this moment, Winston never dreamed that Tristan would appear at John’s birthday party. 

 

“Could John also know a big shot like Tristan?’ Winston wondered. Then, he hurriedly ran to Tristan and 

said respectfully, “Uncle Tristan, why are you here?” 

 

“I heard that today is the birthday party for Mr. McDonald’s fiancee s grandfather, so I specially brought 

a gift to celebrate his birthday, but I haven’t seen Mr. McDonald yet!” Tristan stood where he was and 

replied expressionlessly. His attitude toward Winston was not very warm. 

 

However, after Tristan finished speaking, the entire restaurant hall fell into a dead silence. Even the 

sound of breathing could be heard clearly! 

 

Everyone stared at Tristan, Winston, and the others incredulously. 

 

Especially rhe Phillips Family; they were completely dumbfounded! 

 

John was stunned. For a moment, he could not react to what was going on. 

 



As they didn’t know Tristan at first, coupled with what had happened before, they misunderstood that 

Tristan was an actor hired by Connor. 

 

But even if it was an actor invited by Connor, he shouldn’t have invited Winston, right? 

 

How could someone like Winston be an actor to Connor? 

 

Moreover, everyone had seen how Winston had spoken to Tristan just now. 

 

This also indirectly showed that Tristan was not an actor.. He was probably be real! 

Chapter 313: Do You Know Connor? 

 

When Winston heard what Tristan said, he quickly asked softly, “Uncle Tristan, are you talking about 

Connor McDonald, Mr. McDonald?” 

 

“That’s right!” Tristan nodded lightly. 

 

Winston inhaled sharply because he could confirm that Connor, whom his son had offended yesterday, 

was his boss. 

 

“Uncle Tristan, isn’t it inappropriate for you to stand here?” As Winston spoke, he sized up the people 

behind Tristan. He was shocked! 

 

Winston realized that any of the people standing behind Tristan was famous. Even Winston did not dare 

to offend them. 

 

However, Winston felt that these people were all here for Connor. That was understandable. After all, 

Winston knew Connor’s influence very well. 

 

However, Winston could not understand that these people were all standing at the door. On the 

contrary, the lesser people of the Phillips Family were all sitting inside. Logically speaking, the Phillips 

Family was not stupid. They should not have allocated seats like this! 



 

“Mr. John Phillips asked me to stand here!” Tristan knew the relationship between the Phillips Family 

and Connor, so he did not dare to lose his temper. He could only reply indifferently. 

 

“Mr. Phillips asked you to stand here?” 

 

Winston was stunned when he heard this. He then turned to look at John standing at the side. 

 

At this moment, John was completely dumbfounded. He stood rooted in a daze. He looked extremely 

terrified. 

 

He had never thought that Tristan would be the real deal. He had originally thought that Tristan and the 

others were all the actors Connor had found, so he had asked them to stand at the hall’s entrance! 

 

But if they were actors, Winston would never know them, and he would never speak to them in such a 

respectful tone! 

 

Gabriel and Brooklyn were even more surprised. They stood beside John in a daze. At this moment, the 

two seemed to have guessed what was happening. 

 

Sean, Walter, Laura, and the others stood rooted to the ground with puzzled expressions. 

 

“John, what is going on?” Winston frowned and asked John. 

 

“Winston, can we talk in private?” John hesitated and asked in a low voice. 

 

“What’s going on? Just tell me!” Winston was not in the mood to talk nonsense with John. So he replied 

anxiously. 

 

John stood there and hesitated. Then, he explained with trembling lips, “Winston, so… Previously, my 

useless grandson-in-law found an actor to pretend to be Mr. Qualls of Eon Investment Company, so 1 



had to chase him out. Then, Tristan Lawson and the others arrived. I originally thought these people 

were actors my grandson-in-law hired, so I…” 

 

“A useless grandson-in-law? Joshua Qualls?” 

 

When Winston heard these words, a strange look flashed in his eyes. 

 

Winston was also Thomas’s subordinate, and Joshua was also Thomas’s subordinate. In addition to the 

useless grandson-in-law that John had just mentioned, Winston finally reacted to what was happening! 

 

“John, the useless grandson-in-law you’re talking about couldn’t be Mr. McDonald, right?” Winston 

asked softly. 

 

When John heard Winston’s words, his expression changed drastically. He hurriedly stammered, “John, 

do you also know Connor?” 

 

“Haha…” 

 

Winston sneered and sighed internally. John was really lucky and didn’t know how lucky he was. He 

landed such a grandson-in-law and still didn’t know! 

 

However, Winston knew Connor had always been very low-key and did not like exposing his identity. 

Thomas had especially emphasized this to them back then, so Winston did not clarify it. Instead, he 

asked, “John, how do you know that Joshua Qualls is fake?” 

 

“Because that person gave me a counterfeit. I don’t think a big shot like Mr. Qualls would give me a 

fake, right?” John hurriedly replied. 

 

“Where is it? Let me see!” Winston quickly said. 

 

John was stunned. Then, he got someone to pick up the reishi mushroom he had thrown on the ground 

and respectfully handed them to Winston! 



 

When Winston saw the reishi mushroom, he was shocked! 

 

He didn’t expect Joshua to be so generous! 

 

“John, do you know what kind of reishi mushroom this is?” John hurriedly asked when he saw Winston’s 

expression was slightly off. 

 

“John, oh, John! Mr. Qualls gave you such an expensive gift, but you don’t even know how to cherish it! 

What other gifts do you want?” Winston could not help but sigh softly. 

 

“Winston, are you joking with me? Isn’t this just an artificially cultivated reishi mushroom? How could it 

be an expensive gift?” John wiped the sweat off his forehead and replied. 

 

At this moment, John, Brooklyn, and the others felt something was wrong. 

 

“Cultivated reishi mushroom?!” Winston looked at John and sneered. Then, he said expressionlessly, 

“John, let me tell you, this is not some artificially cultivated reishi mushroom. This is an extremely rare 

hundred-year-old red reishi mushroom! At the auction at Sotheby’s in Hong Kong, this piece had a 

starting price of five million. In the end, it was bought by Joshua Qualls for ten million. Joshua has given 

it to you, and you say this is an artificially cultivated reishi mushroom?” 

 

When John heard this, he was completely stunned.! 

 

Brooklyn, Gabriel, and the others inhaled sharply and were speechless. 

 

Of course, the most awkward person was Rubin, who had been mocking Connor and Freya all this while! 

 

After all, the person who said that he wanted to open the gift was Rubin. Winston’s words were 

undoubtedly a slap to Rubin’s face, and at the same time, it was a slap to the face of everyone in the 

Phillips Family! 

 



Everyone present widened their eyes in shock as they stared at the reishi mushroom in Winston’s hand. 

 

They had never thought such an ordinary-looking reishi mushroom would have such great value! 

 

However, what shocked them the most wasn’t the value of the reishi mushroom. If the reishi mushroom 

was real, Joshua’s identity was also real! 

 

Thinking of this, everyone turned to look at the hall’s entrance! 

 

Tristan Lawson from Travio Corporation! 

 

The general manager of Dragon Age in Chicago, Zachary Zacarias! 

 

The chairman of Domus Real Estate Group in Wichita, Julius Weber! 

 

The CEO of Paxton Tradings, Paxton Lowe! 

 

Any random person was someone they could only dream of but could not reach! 

Chapter 314: Connor’s True Identity 

 

 “If Joshua is real, is this Mr. Lawson Tristan then?” 

 

John slowly turned to look at Tristan and asked in disbelief. 

 

“Of course. I’ve met Uncle Tristan so many times. Why would I lie to you?” Winston replied 

expressionlessly. 

 

When John heard Winston’s words, he was so scared that he almost fainted. If Sean hadn’t reacted 

quickly and reached out to support John, John would have fallen to the ground. 

 



“Mr. Lawson, I’m sorry. 1 thought you were an imposter, so I spoke to you in that tone. I’m really sorry!” 

John took a deep breath and quickly walked up to Tristan. 

 

“It’s okay. It’s okay!” 

 

Tristan also knew the relationship between John and Connor, so even if he was dissatisfied, he did not 

dare to show it. He could only reply with a smile. 

 

“I’m really sorry. I’m sorry!” John was incoherent as he kept apologizing to Tristan. 

 

Gabriel and Brooklyn stood at the side awkwardly. They did not expect John to know a big shot like 

Tristan. 

 

Although Brooklyn and Gabriel were considered very powerful compared to the guests present, they 

were nothing compared to Tristan and the others. 

 

After Tristan’s identity was confirmed, there was no need to mention the identities of the others. 

 

John was busy now. He kept apologizing to the big shots, and he was very nervous. 

 

Just any of these people was someone John could not afford to offend. He had made these people stand 

at the door and wait. Just thinking about it made John feel terrified. 

 

Winston followed beside John. At this moment, Winston’s attitude toward John had also changed 

greatly because he was already clear about the relationship between Connor and John. 

 

There were still people walking into the restaurant. The identities of these people were also very 

impressive. 

 

The nobodies of the Phillips Family no longer dared to sit inside. They all stood up and gave up their 

seats to these big shots! 

 



When these people entered the restaurant to congratulate John on his birthday, John became extremely 

excited. He had never dreamed that he would be able to have such a day. 

 

All the famous big shots in Davenport came to congratulate him on his birthday. What a treat! 

 

The Phillips Family members were also dumbfounded. Walter, Sean, Laura, Qahira, Zander, and the rest 

stood rooted with their mouths agape. They felt that everything was unbelievable. 

 

“Are… Are these people really here because of Connor?” Ailee stuttered. 

 

“Who is Connor? How could he have such influence?” 

 

Qahira’s heart was filled with curiosity. She thought she could rely on her boyfriend, Shane, to suppress 

Freya’s arrogance. 

 

However, she never expected Connor, who looked like a poor loser, to have such a great influence! 

 

Rubin gritted his teeth and sat down, his brows tightly furrowed. 

 

He had always been a proud existence in the Phillips Family. He was very proud indeed. In his eyes, as 

long as someone was of the same age as him, their achievements should not be as good as his. 

 

However, Connor’s appearance today slapped Rubin in the face. 

 

Rubin was unwilling to believe that Connor could have such a powerful influence, nor was he willing to 

admit that Connor was 10,000 times better than him! 

 

“Mr. Phillips, may I know where Mr. McDonald is?” 

 

Tristan had come here mainly to curry favor with Connor. Therefore, after congratulating John on his 

birthday, he naturally wanted to find Connor and get close to him! 



 

“Mr. McDonald? We don’t have a famous Mr. McDonald here. However, my granddaughter’s fiance’s 

surname is McDonald.” 

 

John still did not understand what relationship Connor had with these people. So he replied politely. 

 

“Dad, what nonsense are you talking about? How could these big shots be here to look for Connor? How 

could Connor, that poor loser, know these people!” Sandra suddenly shouted. 

 

“Whoosh!” 

 

However, as soon as Sandra finished speaking, Tristan and the others turned to look at Sandra, their 

gazes abnormally terrifying! 

 

When Sandra saw everyone’s strange gazes, she was taken aback and hid behind John. 

 

“Madam, please mind your words!” Tristan sneered and scolded expressionlessly. 

 

“If it weren’t for Mr. McDonald, we wouldn’t have come here today.” 

 

“Yeah, if it wasn’t for the fact that you know Mr. McDonald, I would have broken your legs just based on 

what you said!” A fierce-looking burly man shouted with widened eyes. 

 

Sandra knew very well what the people on the list were doing and knew that these people were not 

joking with her. She was so scared that she quickly took two steps back and looked abnormally 

frightened. 

 

“Mr. Lawson, please don’t be angry. Sandra was a little rude just now.” John’s expression changed 

drastically, and quickly pulled Sandra to the side. Then, he explained awkwardly. 

 

Tristan glanced at Sandra indifferently and did not say anything. Instead, he looked at John and asked, 

“Mr. Phillips, we came here today for Mr. McDonald. If we don’t see Mr. McDonald, we won’t leave!” 



 

John looked at Tristan and was stunned for a moment. Just as he was about to speak, he heard Winston 

beside him say, “John, I came here for Mr. McDonald!” “Are you here for Mr. McDonald?” 

 

A hint of confusion flashed across his face when John heard Winston’s words. He could not understand 

what relationship Winston had with Connor. 

 

“Didn’t our Adam offend Mr. McDonald yesterday? Today, apart from coming to congratulate you, 1 

have another very important matter. That is to ask our Adam to apologize to Mr. McDonald!” 

 

Winston had already confirmed Connor’s true identity, so there was nothing to hide. He told him the 

true purpose of his visit this time. 

 

John was stunned. His eyes were filled with shock, and his lips trembled slightly. 

 

This was because he had never expected Winston to come here this time to ask his son to apologize to 

Connor. He had been thinking about explaining to the Lawson Family and asking Winston to let Connor 

go. 

 

But now, he realized that his worries were unnecessary. Connor did not need his help at all! 

 

The Phillips Family members present also reacted at this time. They finally understood why when they 

asked Connor to apologize to Adam last night, Connor said he did not have to apologize! 

 

Because to Connor, the Lawson Family was nothing at all! 

Chapter 315: Coming Back 

 

“Well, don’t worry, Mr. Lawson. Go in and sit for a while. I’ll ask my granddaughter and her fiance to 

come back quickly!” John replied tremblingly. 

 

“Okay!” Tristan did not stand on the ceremony and nodded lightly. Then, he followed John and the 

others to sit in the restaurant. 



 

The members of the Phillips Family were also very tactful at this time. They took the initiative to make 

way for those big shots. 

 

Any of these big shots were worth tens of billions. They were not nobodies like them. They naturally 

knew their boundaries! 

 

Moreover, through today’s incident, everyone in the Phillips Family would know one thing. The number 

one family in the Phillips Family was no longer the Lawson Family, but the Phillips Family! 

 

One of the most important reasons was that Freya had found a fiance with an astonishing background! 

 

No one had expected that Connor, whom they had looked down on in every possible way, would be able 

to bring about such a huge change to the Phillips Family. 

 

John didn’t have time to be shocked by Connor’s identity. After settling Tristan and the others, he ran to 

Sean in a panic and whispered, “Sean, what are you waiting for? Hurry up and call Freya and Connor. Tell 

them to come back quickly!” 

 

Sean seemed to have not recovered from the shock just now. After being stunned for a moment, he 

stuttered, “Uhm… Well, Dad, didn’t you chase Connor away previously?” 

 

“Nonsense! i only misunderstood Connor before. Now that the misunderstanding has been resolved 

hurry up and call Connor and the others to come back!” John’s eyes widened as he spoke anxiously. 

 

“Alright, alright…” 

 

Sean nodded helplessly, then picked up his phone and walked away. 

 

*** 

 

On the other side, in the amusement park near Phillips Estate. 



 

Connor and Freya were sitting on the Ferris wheel, admiring the scenery of Phillips Estate. 

 

Although Connor had just been chased out of the restaurant by John and was in a bad mood, it was 

precisely because of this that Connor was able to get a good opportunity to spend time alone with 

Freya. 

 

Freya’s attitude toward Connor had already undergone an earth-shattering change. 

 

Furthermore, Freya had always trusted Connor. She felt that the Joshua Qualls who appeared in the 

restaurant today was not an actor Connor had hired. 

 

“Ring, ring, ring!” 

 

At this moment, Freya’s phone suddenly rang. 

 

When Freya heard her phone ring, she was surprised. She then took out her phone and answered the 

call. 

 

“Dad, what’s up?” Freya asked softly. 

 

“Freya, are you still with Connor?” Sean asked softly. 

 

“Yes, Connor is right beside me. What’s wrong?” Freya turned to look at Connor beside her and asked 

softly. 

 

“Freya, can you bring Connor back now?” Sean asked. 

 

“Bring him back?” 

 



When Freya heard this, she was stunned. Then, she frowned and asked, “Why do you still want us to go 

back? Does Grandpa think he hasn’t humiliated Connor enough just now? Now you want the two of us 

to go back so that you can continue humiliating Connor, right?” 

 

“Freya, your grandfather didn’t mean it that way. We already know that Connor was wrongly accused. 

Quickly bring Connor back!” Sean said anxiously. 

 

“You know that Connor was wrongly accused?” Freya was surprised. Then, she said, “So the person who 

came to celebrate my grandfather’s birthday was really Joshua Qualls?” 

 

“That’s right, hurry up and bring Connor back!” Sean quickly replied. 

 

“Alright… Alright!” 

 

Freya nodded excitedly. She then put away her phone and looked at Connor beside her. She grabbed 

Connor’s hand and squealed, “Connor, my grandfather and the others really misunderstood you. Joshua 

Qualls is real!” 

 

When Connor heard Freya’s words, he looked helpless. He didn’t know what to say. 

 

When Freya found out that the Phillips Family knew they had misunderstood Connor, her face was filled 

with excitement. 

 

From the start, Freya knew Connor would never do such a thing. At this moment, all she wanted to do 

was to bring Connor back as soon as possible. 

 

Connor, on the other hand, looked helpless. Although John humiliated him in front of so many people, 

Connor felt this was not bad. At the very least, John had allowed Connor to be alone with Freya. 

 

Most importantly, Connor felt that he could avoid Freya discovering his identity by leaving the 

restaurant. Therefore, he did not want to go back. 

 



“Connor, what are you waiting for? My grandpa wants us to go back quickly!” Freya shouted excitedly at 

Connor. 

 

Connor stood there, hesitated, then nodded helplessly and said, “Alright then, let’s go back!” 

 

He knew it would likely arouse Freya’s suspicion if he refused to go back now, so he could only 

reluctantly agree. 

 

Meanwhile, Freya dragged Connor out of the amusement park. 

 

“Connor, how do you know someone like Joshua Qualls?” Freya asked Connor softly as she walked. 

 

“Uhm…” 

 

When Connor heard this, he couldn’t help but be stunned. Then, he frowned and said, “I’m not very 

familiar with Joshua Qualls. 1 think he came here this time because of Thomas. Perhaps Joshua and Titus 

are trying to use my relationship with Thomas to curry favor with Thomas…” 

 

“Oh, oh!” 

 

Freya looked at Connor and nodded lightly, not saying anything. 

 

After hearing Connor’s explanation, Freya felt a little strange. She felt that even if Joshua wanted to 

curry favor with Thomas, he wouldn’t go so far as to go to such a large circle to curry favor with Connor. 

 

However, even though she had her doubts, Freya felt that there shouldn’t be any other explanation 

besides Connor’s, so she didn’t ask any further.. 

Chapter 316: Greetings, Mr. McDonald! 

 

On the other side, in a restaurant. 

 



After John had settled Tristan and the others down, he heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

At this moment, John was still feeling very vexed. On the one hand, he felt happy. After all, he was able 

to gather so many big shots at his birthday banquet. He was naturally very happy. 

 

However, on the other hand, he was also a little puzzled. He was wondering what relationship Connor 

had with these people. Why was Tristan giving Connor so much face? Moreover, the gifts these people 

gave were priceless! 

 

John felt that today s incident was too strange. If not for what Winston had said, John would never 

believe that these people were here because of Connor. 

 

However, the biggest beneficiary today was not John, but Freya’s parents, Sean and Laura! 

 

All the big shots present knew about the relationship between Freya and Connor, and Sean was 

Connor’s father-in-law. Therefore, they had to take this opportunity to curry favor with Connor1 s future 

father-in-law. 

 

Therefore, Sean was also very busy. He was chatting with those wealthy businessmen. 

 

Walter Phillips, Sandra Phillips, and the others were envious. They had been secretly mocking Sean and 

Laura, but now they knew how ridiculous they were. 

 

No one expected that Connor, who looked no different from a loser, could actually have such great 

influence! 

 

On the other hand, Qahira Zeller’s face was extremely dark. Her eyes were wide open, and she stood 

rooted to the ground with a dazed expression. 

 

Until now, she still could not accept that these big shots came because of Connor! 

 

“Sean, why aren’t Connor and Freya back yet? Hurry up and call them! ” 



 

John finally managed to squeeze out some time. He quickly walked to Sean’s side and whispered to him. 

 

“Dad, I’ve already called Freya. She said that they’re rushing back now!” 

 

Sean glanced at his phone and replied helplessly. 

 

If John hadn’t chased Connor away previously, how could so many things be going on now? 

 

At this moment, John had completely changed his attitude toward Connor. He had become kind-

hearted. 

 

Therefore, after hearing Sean’s words, he merely sighed softly. 

 

Now, he couldn’t say anything more. He could only turn around and walk to the entrance of the 

restaurant. He looked outside and waited for Connor and Freya to return! 

 

After waiting for about five minutes, a Mercedes-Benz slowly stopped at the entrance of the restaurant. 

 

Connor and Freya walked out of the Mercedes-Benz. 

 

When John saw Connor and Freya, he quickly ran to the Mercedes-Benz and shouted excitedly, “Connor, 

Freya, you are finally back. Hurry up and go in. Everyone is waiting for the two of you in the restaurant!” 

 

When Freya heard John’s words, she could not help but be stunned. Then, she asked with a puzzled 

expression, “Grandpa, what’s going on?” 

 

“It’s very difficult for me to explain it to you now. The two of you should go in quickly!” 

 

John said as he dragged Connor and Freya into the restaurant. 



 

Freya was very confused because she could not understand why John was so agitated and why his 

attitude toward Connor had changed so drastically. 

 

Even if John had mistreated Connor before, he shouldn’t be acting this way, right? 

 

Connor had a helpless look on his face because he could already vaguely sense what was happening 

inside. However, since things had come to this, he could only brace himself and follow Freya into the 

restaurant. 

 

When Connor returned to the restaurant, Sean saw him and shouted, “Everyone, Connor is back!” 

 

All the bosses present, including Tristan and the others, turned their heads to look at Connor. 

 

“It really is Mr. McDonald!” 

 

Winston sighed emotionally. Then, he walked quickly to Connor and bowed deeply to him. He shouted, 

“Greetings, Mr. McDonald!” 

 

Everyone in the restaurant stood up and bowed to Connor at the same time. Then, they shouted, 

“Greetings, Mr. McDonald!” 

 

In an instant, the entire restaurant fell into a deathly silence. 

 

This scene was simply too shocking. Everyone’s eyes were wide open as they looked at Connor. There 

was nothing but utter shock on their faces! 

 

But Connor himself had a helpless expression. 

 

This was the Phillips Estate and not Porthampton, so many people present did not know these people. 

At most, they knew Winston, Tristan, and the others. 



 

However, they could feel from the words and actions of these people that these people were definitely 

not ordinary people! 

 

Today, the Phillips Family was in the limelight. All the famous and wealthy people in Davenport had 

gathered here to celebrate John’s birthday. 

 

Originally, the Phillips Family was only a second-rate family in Davenport. However, after today’s 

incident, the Phillips Family could definitely be considered a first-rate family that could be compared to 

the Lawson Family. Just this terrifying network alone was not something the Lawsons could compare to. 

 

Countless shocked gazes looked at Connor who was standing at the door. 

 

Freya, who was standing beside Connor, had mixed feelings. She felt that all of this was too illogical! 

 

Although Freya knew that Connor knew Thomas Morgan, it wasn’t impossible for some people to turn to 

Connor and please him in order to get Thomas’s help. 

 

But she couldn’t understand why so many people would come over to curry favor with Connor! 

 

Since when did Connor have such great influence? 

 

Meanwhile, Connor had been thinking about how he should explain this to Freya! 

 

Connor did not expect that there would actually be such a scene here today! 

 

Meanwhile, Rubin, Zander, Walter, and the others were all dumbfounded. They stared at Connor’s seat 

with their mouths agape. 

 

At this moment, they finally understood why Connor dared to offend Adam Lawson last night. They also 

understood why Connor was so arrogant when talking to the Phillips Family! 



 

Connor was arrogant because he had the right to be arrogant. 

 

Sean and Laura had suffered a lot of humiliation because of Connor these few days. However, at this 

moment, the two of them could finally hold their heads high. 

 

Especially Laura’s gaze when she was looking at Connor. It was no longer the disdainful gaze from 

before.. 

Chapter 317: A Reasonable Explanation 

 

Connor took a deep breath and walked back to the restaurant. 

 

He knew that since things had already come to this, the worst outcome would be Freya finding out 

about his identity. 

 

If he didn’t go in now, it was very likely to attract even more suspicion, so he might as well face it head-

on. 

 

After entering the restaurant, Connor randomly found a seat and sat down. 

 

After hesitating for a moment, Freya also sat beside Connor and asked him softly, “Connor, what’s going 

on? Are these people really here for you?” 

 

“Of course not…” 

 

Connor shook his head and explained, “These people must have misunderstood my relationship with 

Thomas Morgan, so they came to curry favor with me. Actually, I don’t have that much influence…” 

 

“But…” 

 

Freya no longer believed Connor’s words. She opened her mouth to speak. 



 

But at this moment, Tristan walked up to Connor with a wine glass and said with a smile, “Mr. 

McDonald, you’re finally back!” 

 

Connor looked up at Tristan, then frowned and asked, “Do we know each other?” 

 

Tristan didn’t feel embarrassed at all after hearing Connor’s words. Instead, he looked at Connor with a 

faint smile and said softly, “Mr. McDonald, you may not know me, but I know you. I’m Tristan from 

Travio Corporation!” 

 

“Oh!” 

 

Connor looked at Tristan and nodded, not saying anything. 

 

Tristan seemed to understand what Connor meant and said in a low voice, “Mr. McDonald, 1 came here 

today mainly to celebrate John’s birthday. If there’s nothing else, I’ll be heading back now!” 

 

“Alright!” 

 

When Connor heard Tristan’s words, he heaved a long sigh of relief. He was really worried that Tristan 

would say something he shouldn’t. 

 

Tristan turned his head and smiled at Freya before turning around to leave. 

 

After Tristan left, the other businessmen ran to Connor and started chatting with him. 

 

After all, they came here today for Connor. 

 

Therefore, when they saw Connor return, they would definitely come over and say something to Connor 

to prove that they were here. They wanted to make an appearance so that Connor would know of their 

existence. 



 

However, what Connor did not expect was that these people seemed to be doing it on purpose. They 

never once talked about his identity. 

 

This also made Connor feel much more relaxed. Otherwise, if these people exposed him in front of 

Freya, things would get a little troublesome. 

 

Meanwhile, Freya had been sitting quietly beside Connor. She was utterly confused. She really could not 

understand what was going on! 

 

In the blink of an eye, more than an hour had passed. 

 

People came and went in the restaurant. After a batch left, a new batch would arrive. 

 

Moreover, after these people entered the restaurant, they only said a few words to John and then ran 

to Connor’s side to introduce themselves. It was as if the person celebrating today was not John, but 

Connor. 

 

However, John was also very happy because these people who came to congratulate him were basically 

the top 100 richest people in Davenport. Each of them was worth tens of billions. 

 

Moreover, these people were very generous. The birthday gifts they gave were all expensive. 

 

There were antiques, calligraphy, paintings, cars, and watches. John’s hands were already numb from 

receiving gifts, so he didn’t have the mood to care about anything else. 

 

Gabriel Phillips and Brooklyn Phillips stood rooted to the ground with dull eyes. They could not help but 

think of the gifts they had received on their birthday. They were worlds apart from the gifts that John 

was receiving! 

 

Naturally, Sean did not stay idle. Using his identity as Connor’s father-in-law, he began to chat with the 

business big shots present. 



 

Sean didn’t have the chance to get to know these people even if he wanted to! 

 

He would definitely make good use of this opportunity today. 

 

“Connor, come out with me. I have something to tell you!” 

 

The more Freya thought about it, the more she felt that something was wrong. After hesitating for a 

moment, she stood up and said to Connor. 

 

When Connor heard Freya’s words, a hint of helplessness flashed in his eyes. He knew that some things 

would come eventually. 

 

Connor followed Freya to the main hall of the restaurant. 

 

“Connor, what’s going on with these people today? Are you hiding something from me?” 

 

Freya found a quiet corner and stopped, asking Connor anxiously. 

 

In fact, in Freya’s eyes, everything today had already exceeded her imagination. Previously, Connor said 

that he knew Thomas because he had saved him. However, just because of this relationship, it was not 

enough for all these business big shots to come and look for Connor, right? 

 

Moreover, the relationship between these business big shots and Connor was not as simple as just them 

knowing each other. Freya could clearly feel that these people were here today to curry favor with 

Connor! 

 

Therefore, Freya felt that there was definitely something fishy about today’s matter. 

 

Connor looked at Freya and hesitated for a while before saying softly, “Freya, actually, I don’t know 

these people either…” 



 

“Since you don’t know these people, why are they here looking for you?” 

 

Freya replied softly. 

 

“These people came to look for me mainly because of a project in Thomas’s hands. The news about me 

asking Thomas to invest in your company has spread throughout Davenport, so people have a 

misunderstanding about my relationship with him. Thomas has a project in his hands right now. This 

project seems to be very profitable. Many people want to cooperate with him, but they can’t find the 

opportunity to contact him. If 1 put in a good word for them in front of Thomas, he would let them 

participate in this project. But in actual fact, Thomas wouldn’t listen to me at all. Back then, he only 

invested in your company because he saw the development potential of your company…” 

 

Connor had just thought of this excuse. He felt that this was the only explanation that could convince 

Freya. 

 

As for whether Freya believed him or not, that was up to fate. 

 

Freya looked at Connor and was silent for a couple of seconds before saying softly, “Is what you said 

true?” 

 

“Of course, it’s true. If I had such great influence, why would I still be delivering food?” 

 

Freya seemed to believe him, so he quickly added. 

 

“Then, did you reject my grandfather last night because of these people?” Freya hesitated for a moment 

before asking Connor. 

 

“It has nothing to do with them!” 

 

Connor shook his head without thinking. 

 



“Then, why did you reject my grandfather?” 

 

Freya asked in confusion. 

 

“Because I don’t want your family to look down on me. I want to rely on my own efforts to support 

you!” 

 

Connor explained seriously. 

 

“You don’t have to worry about my family looking down on you now. With so many big shots coming to 

look for you at the same time, even the Lawsons don’t have this much power!” 

 

Freya looked at Connor and couldn’t help but sigh. 

 

At this moment, Freya’s mood was much better because she felt that Connor’s explanation was quite 

reasonable. Moreover, so many big shots were here today because of Connor, which meant that the 

Phillips Family had gained some limelight. She could also hold her head up high. As long as Connor was 

not hiding anything from her, Freya was very satisfied with this outcome. 

 

Furthermore, after experiencing this incident, Freya’s impression of Connor had changed drastically. 

 

She felt that as long as a normal person had such connections, they would definitely be very arrogant. 

However, Connor could still keep a low profile. Just this point alone made him someone who was above 

many others! 

 

“Freya, Connor, why are you two here? The president of Reus Pharmaceuticals, Mr. Ferris, wants to see 

Connor. The two of you should go back in!” 

 

At this moment, Sean ran out of the restaurant and hurriedly shouted at Freya and Connor. 

 

“Okay, Dad!” 

 



Freya turned around and replied softly. She then looked at Connor and said, “Connor, let’s go back in!” 

 

“Okay!” 

 

Connor nodded lightly and walked into the hall.. 

Chapter 318: Register Your Marriage! 

 

After Connor returned to the restaurant, he was instantly surrounded by a large group of people. 

 

In order to meet Connor today, these people had put in a lot of effort. The gifts they prepared for John 

were at least a million dollars. 

 

Therefore, they definitely had to think of a way to talk to Connor and get to know him. They could not 

let their one million go to waste like this. 

 

As for Connor, because the Phillips Family was present, he did not dare to lose his temper at these 

people. Therefore, he could only brace himself and chat with them. 

 

“Freya, what’s going on with Connor? How does he know so many big bosses? Isn’t he just a poor 

delivery boy?” 

 

Laura hesitated for a moment, but she still couldn’t suppress the curiosity in her heart. She walked over 

to Freya and asked her softly. 

 

Freya turned to look at Laura and said with a serious expression, “Mom, how many times have I told 

you? Connor isn’t as bad as you think. He’s not a poor kid who delivers food!” 

 

“Isn’t he a poor kid?” 

 

Laura could not help but be stunned when she heard this. 

 



“Of course not. If Connor was really a poor kid, then why would 1 still be with him?” 

 

Freya rolled her eyes at Laura before continuing, “Connor is not as cowardly as you think. He just 

doesn’t want to argue with you!” 

 

“Do you mean that Connor is a low-key rich heir?” 

 

Laura shouted excitedly at Freya. 

 

When Freya heard Laura’s words, she could not help but smile faintly. She did not explain anything and 

turned around to walk into the restaurant’s main hall. 

 

Laura looked at Connor’s seat with a puzzled expression. She was still highly suspicious. She really could 

not associate Connor with a rich heir. 

 

Freya knew that if she told Laura and the others the truth, they would definitely treat Connor the same 

way they did before. Therefore, she might as well not say anything. That way, no one would dare to 

humiliate Connor anymore. 

 

“Freya, don’t be in a hurry to leave!” 

 

Laura quickly chased after her. 

 

“Mom, is there anything else?” 

 

After hearing Laura speak, Freya turned to look at her and asked with a puzzled expression. 

 

“Freya, Mom thought about it just now. I think that Connor is actually a decent guy. If the two of you 

think that you are good together, you should get married as soon as possible!” 

 

Laura said to Freya with a smile. 



 

“What? Get married?” 

 

When Freya heard Laura’s words, she was instantly stunned. She was extremely shocked! 

 

At this moment, the shock on her face was no less than the shock she had when she saw all the big shots 

stand up and call Connor Mr. McDonald! 

 

Just a few hours ago, Laura, who looked down on Connor, was now taking the initiative to ask Freya to 

get married with Connor. Laura was a woman who changed her mind faster than one flipping a page! 

 

“Mom, what nonsense are you talking about? Connor and 1 haven’t reached the stage of getting 

married yet!” 

 

Freya pursed her lips and exclaimed helplessly. 

 

“In any case, everyone now knows that you are Connor’s fiancee and Connor is your fiance. We won’t 

break off the engagement. Why don’t you register your marriage first? If you do that, you will also have 

some sort of status…” 

 

Laura replied with a smile. 

 

“Mom, you’ve never liked Connor. Why are you in such a hurry to get us married?” 

 

Freya asked Laura speechlessly. 

 

“Well, I thought that he was just a poor loser who delivers food. 1 thought that he didn’t have any ability 

and couldn’t give you happiness! That’s why I hated Connor so much. But now, Connor is different. He’s 

a wealthy guy. Look at those big shorts when they talk to Connor. Even your father doesn’t have the 

chance to get to know these people. If you can really marry Connor, not only will it be good for you, but 

it will also be of great help to our family. Don’t miss such a good opportunity. You must have a firm 

grasp on Connor!” 



 

Laura said excitedly to Freya. 

 

Freya looked at Laura with a helpless expression. She didn’t know what to say. 

 

“Freya, don’t hesitate anymore. Listen to Mom and quickly get your marriage registered with Connor!” 

 

Laura urged Freya. 

 

“Mom, I have something else to do. I’ll talk to you later!” 

 

Freya replied perfunctorily before turning around and walking into the restaurant. 

 

How could she have thought that her mother would be such a snobbish woman? Previously, she had 

humiliated Connor in every way possible. Now, it was as if she had changed into another person and was 

in a hurry for Freya to get married to Connor. 

 

In the blink of an eye, two hours had passed. 

 

The number of people in the restaurant finally began to decrease. Those rich people who came to 

Connor left in a hurry after greeting him. 

 

They came here today just to show their faces to Connor. Now that their purpose had been achieved, 

they naturally had no intention of staying. 

 

The main character of today’s birthday banquet did not seem to be John, but Connor. 

 

Adam Lawson, who had some conflicts with Connor before, had been looking at Connor with a cold 

expression. 

 



He did not think that a poor boy he had unintentionally offended would actually have such a terrifying 

identity and background. Especially when Adam saw the attitude of those people talking to Connor, he 

was even more frightened. 

 

Any one of these people was an existence that completely crushed their Lawson Family! 

 

Winston Lawson saw that Connor was extremely busy just now, so he did not go over to disturb him. At 

this moment, most of the people in the restaurant had finally left. The remaining people were basically 

some small bosses from the Phillips Estate. 

 

Therefore, Winston hesitated for a moment before turning to look at Adam. Then, he directly walked 

toward Connor. 

 

When everyone saw Winston walk over, they also placed their attention on Connor. 

 

This was because they all knew that Adam and Connor had a small conflict with each other. They wanted 

to see how Winston planned to deal with this matter. 

 

“Mr. McDonald!” 

 

Winston walked to Connor and greeted him respectfully. 

 

Connor raised his head and glanced at Winston. Actually, Connor had seen Winston at Fairy Lake Resort 

before and knew that Winston was his subordinate. 

 

However, because Freya and the others were present, Connor could only pretend not to know Winston 

in order to not expose his identity. He asked softly, “Do we know each other?” 

 

“Mr. McDonald, you are really forgetful. We met once at the Fairy Lake Resort. Have you forgotten?” 

Winston said with a smile. 

 

“Oh!” 



 

Connor nodded lightly and continued to ask, “Is there something you need?” 

 

“Mr. McDonald, I heard that my son accidentally offended you at the Collective Stroke last night, so I 

specially brought him here today to apologize!” 

 

Winston said with a smile. 

 

When the Lawson Family heard this, they immediately looked ashamed. This was because when they 

were at the Phillips Family’s place, these people even asked Connor to apologize to Adam. 

 

Thinking of this, the Phillips Family could not help but feel guilty! 

 

Now, they finally understood why Connor dared to offend Adam and was unwilling to apologize to 

Adam! 

 

Because Connor did not need to apologize at all.. On the contrary, Adam had to take the initiative to 

apologize to Connor! 

Chapter 319: Apologize to Mr. McDonald 

 

Seeing this scene, John was filled with emotions. 

 

Only now did he understand that Connor was the one who was pretending to be weak and vulnerable. 

 

“Adam, why are you still in a daze? Hurry up and apologize to Mr. McDonald!” 

 

Winston shouted at Adam with his eyes wide open. 

 

Adam could not help but frown when he heard this. Then, he walked toward Connor and said 

respectfully, “Mr. McDonald, 1 was blind and have offended you. I hope you will forgive me for my 

mistakes!” 



 

Connor glanced at Adam and said calmly, “On account of your father, I won’t argue with you about this 

matter this time. 1 hope you will be more cautious in the future!” 

 

“Alright, thank you, Mr. McDonald! Thank you!” 

 

Adam hurriedly nodded and bowed. 

 

When everyone saw this, they sighed deep down. 

 

No one would have thought that Adam, who was used to flaunting his power in the Phillips Family, 

would actually bow down to others. 

 

When Rubin Phillips saw Adam apologizing to Connor, his expression seemed to turn even uglier. He 

knew Adam very well. He really couldn’t understand what kind of background Connor had to make 

Adam apologize to him. 

 

“Mr. McDonald, if there’s nothing else, we’ll take our leave now!” 

 

Winston said to Connor with a smile. 

 

“Alright!” 

 

Connor nodded lightly. He could not wait for Winston to leave with Adam as soon as possible. 

 

“Right, I remember that there’s another person who should apologize to Connor.” 

 

Winston had just turned around to leave when Maya Phillips pouted and spoke. 

 

When everyone heard this, they all turned to look at Maya with a puzzled expression. 



 

“Maya, what do you mean by that?” 

 

Simon Phillips turned to look at Maya and asked in a puzzled tone. 

 

After all, Adam had already apologized to Connor. Maya actually said that there was still one more 

person who needed to apologize to Connor. This made everyone a little confused. 

 

After all, there were so many people present. Adam should be the only one who had offended Connor, 

right? 

 

“Things have already reached this point yet someone is still trying to act all innocent.” 

 

Maya turned to look at Rubin as she spoke. 

 

Rubin seemed to have noticed Maya’s gaze as well. A puzzled expression appeared on his face because 

he did not know what she meant. 

 

“Maya, what are you talking about? Can you just tell us what you mean?” Priscilla Marcus asked Maya 

with a puzzled expression. 

 

“That’s right, Maya. What are you talking about?” 

 

Freya also called out. 

 

“Alright, then. Since that person is so shameless, I’ll remind him!” 

 

Maya smiled faintly, then walked up to Rubin and said expressionlessly, “Rubin, I remember you framing 

Connor, saying that Joshua Qualls was an actor hired by Connor. Am I right?” 

 



“What do you mean?” 

 

Rubin asked Maya with an ugly expression on his face. 

 

“Don’t you know what 1 mean? If it weren’t for you framing Connor, how could we have misunderstood 

Connor? Shouldn’t you apologize to Connor?” 

 

Maya shouted at Rubin with her big, watery eyes. 

 

“When did 1 frame Connor? 1 was only expressing the doubts in my heart at that time, but I’ve never 

framed Connor!” 

 

Rubin sneered as he sat unmoved. 

 

“Why you…” 

 

Maya’s face flashed with anger. She felt that Rubin was much too shameless. 

 

Although Rubin did not personally say that Joshua was an actor hired by Connor, Rubin had been 

fanning the flames from the beginning to the end. He just did not say those words himself. 

 

“What about me?” 

 

Rubin looked at Maya and laughed coldly before continuing, “Since you said that I framed Connor, can 

you produce evidence to prove that I framed him? There are so many people here. Who can prove that 

1 framed him? As long as you can find a person or evidence, I’ll apologize to Connor immediately. How 

about that?” 

 

“You’re really shameless. Everyone clearly saw that you took the lead in framing Connor, but you 

actually refuse to admit it now. Are you still a man?” 

 



Maya was so angry that her eyes were red. She shouted at Rubin in anger. 

 

“Maya, you can eat whatever you want, but you can’t say whatever you want! You’re saying that 1 

framed Connor, but do you have any evidence?” 

 

Rubin smiled disdainfully. Then, he turned to look at the people in the restaurant and said with a playful 

expression, “Can any of you prove that I framed Connor?” 

 

When everyone heard Rubin’s words, they were all stunned. No one dared to stand up and say anything. 

 

After all, the person who had a conflict with Rubin was not Connor, but Maya. 

 

If the person who had a conflict with Rubin was Connor, then these people would definitely stand on 

Connor’s side. However, the person who had a conflict with Rubin was Maya. The situation was 

different. 

 

“See? I already said that no one can prove that I framed Connor. Since no one can prove it, then I’ll be 

leaving now!” 

 

Rubin looked at Maya and sneered. He got up and was about to leave. 

 

Maya glared at Rubin. She was livid, but there was also a sense of helplessness because she really did 

not know how to deal with someone like Rubin. 

 

“Connor, what are you still standing there for? This person was the one who took the lead in framing 

you. If you ask him to apologize to you, he definitely won’t dare to not apologize!” 

 

Maya turned look at Connor and shouted. 
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When Connor heard Maya’s words, he couldn’t help but hesitate for a moment. Then, he said 

indifferently, “Forget it, there’s no need to be calculative with such a person!” 

 

H ii 

 

Maya looked at Connor in disbelief. 

 

She had never thought that Connor would be so cowardly. Even Adam and Winston were so afraid of 

Connor, but at this moment, Connor actually did not dare to settle the score with Rubin! 

 

If Rubin had not been fanning the flames, how could Connor have been chased away by John? 

 

Connor’s current thoughts were very simple, that was, it was better to avoid trouble. 

 

In any case, he had already achieved his goal today. The Phillips Family was more or less afraid of 

Connor. He felt that there was no need for him to make a big deal out of it. If his identity was exposed, it 

would be too much of a loss. 

 

“Haha…” 

 

After hearing Connor’s words, Rubin couldn’t help but sneer. Then, he whispered, “Trash is trash. What 

right does he have to make me apologize?” 

 

Although Rubin did not say this very loudly, everyone present heard it. 

 

In an instant, the entire restaurant fell into a deathly silence. Everyone was stunned. 

 

Although many people used the word trash to describe Connor today, after experiencing that incident 

just now, they no longer dared to say that Connor was trash. 

 



Rubin didn’t seem to realize what kind of influence these words would have on him. He turned around 

and was about to walk out of the restaurant. 

 

“Stop!” 

 

Before Rubin could walk out of the restaurant, Brooklyn Phillips suddenly shouted coldly. 

 

When Rubin heard Brooklyn’s voice, he hurriedly stopped in his tracks and turned to look at Brooklyn. 

He chuckled and said, “Grandpa, are you leaving with me?” 

 

Brooklyn did not answer Rubin’s question. Instead, he walked quickly to Rubin with his walking stick. 

 

“Grandpa, you’re…” 

 

Rubin saw that Brooklyn’s expression seemed a little off and hurriedly asked softly. 

 

“Go apologize to Mr. McDonald!” 

 

Brooklyn shouted at Rubin expressionlessly. 

 

Rubin, who had been arrogant just a moment ago, was clearly dumbfounded. He looked at Brooklyn in 

disbelief. 

 

“Grandpa, what are you talking about? You actually want me to apologize to that tra…” 

 

“Pa!” 

 

Before Rubin could finish his sentence, Brooklyn slapped him across the face. Then, his eyes widened as 

he shouted, “I asked you to apologize to Mr. McDonald.. Did you not hear me?” 

Chapter 320: Finding A Good Son-in-Law 



 

Rubin was dumbfounded after being slapped by Brooklyn. 

 

He stood rooted to the ground in a daze. 

 

Because Rubin didn’t expect that the person who stood up to stop him was not someone else, but his 

grandfather! 

 

Rubin was the most outstanding one among the three generations of the Phillips Family. No matter 

where he went, Brooklyn would treat him like a treasure. 

 

No matter what Rubin did wrong, Brooklyn would stand on Rubin’s side unconditionally! 

 

But this time, Brooklyn’s actions made everyone’s jaws drop! 

 

“Brooklyn, what are you doing? Let the children settle their own matters. Why did you hit Rubin?” 

 

John seemed to be a little surprised. He quickly ran to Brooklyn and reached out to stop him. 

 

“John, today’s matter is indeed Rubin’s fault. It’s only right for Rubin to apologize to Connor!” 

 

Brooklyn was not a fool. He knew that John was no longer the John from before. He had also seen 

clearly how Winston Lawson, Tristan Lawson, and the others treated Connor. 

 

Even a big family like the Lawson Family did not dare to offend Connor. Even if Brooklyn had a hundred 

guts, he would not dare to become enemies with Connor over such a small matter! 

 

Therefore, he felt that the best solution now was to have Rubin apologize to Connor. Then, with his 

relationship with John, Connor would most probably not continue to pursue this matter. 

 



To put it bluntly, no one knew Connor’s true identity. However, through today’s events, they could feel 

that Connor’s identity was definitely not that simple. Offending Connor was definitely not a good thing! 

 

“Rubin, what are you still standing there for? Hurry up and apologize to Connor!” 

 

Brooklyn shouted excitedly with widened eyes. 

 

“Grandfather, why should I…” 

 

Rubin was still a little unwilling. He opened his mouth and was about to speak. 

 

However, Brooklyn turned around and slapped Rubin’s face again! 

 

After this slap, Rubin was rendered speechless. He looked at Connor with a red face. 

 

“I’m asking you to go over and apologize to Connor now. Do you hear me?” 

 

Brooklyn shouted at Rubin with a gloomy expression. 

 

“Yes!” 

 

Rubin gritted his teeth and nodded. Then, he walked to Connor and lowered his head. “Connor, 1 was 

wrong today. I’m sorry!” 

 

“You don’t have to apologize to me. If you really want to apologize, then apologize to my fiancee!” 

 

Things had already turned out this way, but Connor did not want to make a big deal out of it. 

 

Connor and Rubin didn’t have much conflict. He just couldn’t stand the way Rubin mocked Freya. 



 

Since Rubin wanted to apologize, he might as well apologize to Freya. 

 

After hesitating for a moment, Rubin slowly turned his head to look at Freya and said in a low voice, 

“Freya, I’m sorry!” 

 

“It’s alright!” 

 

Freya was also a very reasonable woman. She did not want to let this go on, so she replied nonchalantly. 

 

Rubin took a deep breath, turned around, and walked toward Brooklyn. 

 

“John, your birthday banquet is about to end. 1 still have something else to do, so I’ll be taking my leave 

now!” 

 

Brooklyn was not in a good mood either. After saying goodbye to John, he turned around and left the 

restaurant, not giving John any chance to ask him to stay. 

 

After Brooklyn left, Gabriel Phillips didn’t want to stay any longer. After exchanging a few words with 

John, he left in a hurry. 

 

In the blink of an eye, only John’s children, Freya, Connor, and the others were left in the restaurant. 

 

John couldn’t help but turn and size up Connor. Then, he smiled and asked Connor, “Connor, what 

happened today? How do you know so many big shots?” “That’s right, Connor. How do I not know of 

this hidden power you have?” Maya’s mother was also very curious about Connor. After all, she had 

heard some things about Connor from Maya before, but in her words, Connor seemed to be just a poor 

kid. There was nothing special about him. 

 

But looking at him today, he didn’t look like a poor kid at all. He was clearly a rich heir! 

 



When Connor heard John’s words, he could not help but hesitate for a moment. He opened his mouth, 

wanting to explain. 

 

But before he could speak, he heard Freya say, “Actually, Connor doesn’t know these people. These 

people are here to curry favor with Connor!” 

 

“These people are here to curry favor with Connor?” 

 

When John heard this, he became even more puzzled. 

 

He could not understand what ability Connor had to make so many big shots come over to curry favor 

with him. 

 

However, Freya did not give John and the others the chance to continue asking. She directly pulled 

Connor and said, “Connor, now that those people have left, we can leave now, right?” 

 

“Yeah… We can!” 

 

Connor was a little confused and replied in a puzzled tone. 

 

“Then, let’s go. There are many fun places in the Phillips Estate. I’ll bring you around!” 

 

Freya called out with a smile before dragging Connor out of the restaurant. 

 

“Freya, I’ll go with you too!” 

 

When Maya saw that Freya was about to leave, she hurriedly called out and ran out of the restaurant 

with a smile, leaving behind John and the others who were dumbfounded. 

 

Freya was in such a hurry to take Connor away because she was worried that if these people continued 

to ask, Connor would tell the truth. 



 

If these people didn’t know that these big shots weren’t here for Connor, but for Thomas Morgan, then 

everyone would think that Connor’s background was unfathomable. They would also be afraid of 

Connor, and no one would dare to bully Connor anymore. 

 

However, once they knew the truth, Connor would still be the same Connor in their eyes. They would 

continue to look down on him. 

 

“Sean, you’re also in Porthampton. Don’t you know Connor?” 

 

John hesitated for a moment and turned to look at Sean. 

 

“Dad, actually, I’ve also investigated Connor’s background, but 1 didn’t find anything. I only found out 

that he’s a student at the Porthampton University, so 1 don’t know Connor very well!” Sean hurriedly 

replied. 

 

When John heard this, he couldn’t help but take a deep breath. Then, he said expressionlessly, “Looks 

like the heavens are giving our family a chance.. Freya has found you a good son-in-law!” 


